
AFTERCARE
CARING FOR YOUR HIGH-HEAT
FIBRE WIG OR HAIRPIECE

To keep your high-heat fibre wig or hairpiece looking its best 
between maintenance visits we encourage you to follow the 
instructions outlined in this leaflet. 

Remember, following the recommended guidelines and using 
the recommended aftercare products will enhance the appearance 
and extend the life of your item. 

By following the easy steps provided and the guidance from your By following the easy steps provided and the guidance from your 
consultant, your item will continue to look and feel great!

CARING FOR YOUR HIGH-HEAT FIBRE WIG
OR HAIRPIECE

If worn daily, we recommend you follow the steps below every 7-10 days.

STEP 1: DETANGLING - GENTLY BRUSH
Using a wire wig brush, gently brush to remove all knots and tangles
before washing. 

STEP 2: RINSE & SHAMPOO
For shorter styles: Fill a basin or large bowl with LUKEWARM water
and mix in a small amount Cyber Revitalising shampoo until it has and mix in a small amount Cyber Revitalising shampoo until it has 
dissolved. Submerge your wig or hairpiece into the basin or large 
bowl and leave to soak for a couple of minutes. For longer styles, 
use running water, and ensure the water flows in the same direction 
as the hair to avoid tangling and damage. Next, lather your Cyber 
Revitalising shampoo between your hands before gently applying 
the solution to the root area of your piece. Gently rinse away all 
product residue. Repeat if desired.

Aftercare advice continued on other side...

AFTERCARE GUIDANCE



STEP 3: CONDITION
Using your fingers smooth a small amount of Cyber Detangling 
Cream conditioner through midlengths and ends, avoiding the base 
altogether. Brush through conditioner from midlengths to ends, whilst 
holding the base as not to untie unnecassary fibres. 
Rinse thoroughly.

STEP 4: WRAPSTEP 4: WRAP
Wrap piece in a towel, patting to remove excess moisture.

STEP 5: BRUSH
Supporting the base, gently brush your hairpiece or wig from 
midlength to end. Once brushed, place on a polyhead or wig stand.

STEP 6: DRY
At this stage, whilst it is damp, apply a light spray of the Cyber At this stage, whilst it is damp, apply a light spray of the Cyber 
Moisture Protect Everyday Conditioner and leave to air-dry 
naturally, or blow-dry into the desired style.

STEP 7: SHAKE & GO
Once dry, gently shake or brush your wig or hairpiece into the 
desired style. Once happy, for additional hold you may wish to 
apply some of the Cyber Sculpt & Create Spray.

For all other styling purposes we recommend Redken’s Styling For all other styling purposes we recommend Redken’s Styling 
range. 

It is not recommended that you sleep in a high-heat fibre wig or 
hairpiece as this can result in friction frizz and a shorter life span.

To reduce the level of friction frizz and ease tangles we recommend 
using our Cyber Moisture Protect Everyday Conditioner, using 
sparingly every 2nd day between washes.

Although high-heat fibre is can be heat styled, you should never Although high-heat fibre is can be heat styled, you should never 
expose your piece to extreme or intense heat. We recommend that 
you blow-dry your item on a low heat, and never exced 140 
degrees celcius when using heat styling tools. It is advised that you 
use only tools with a temperature gauge, testing your tools on a less 
visible section of fibre before comitting to styling.

We would expect a well-maintained fibre item to last around 4-6
months, however some longer length styles may last only 2-3. Pleasemonths, however some longer length styles may last only 2-3. Please
keep in mind that these timeframes are based upon every day
wear and that it is normal for your piece to shed during that time,
excess shedding however can be due to poor upkeep. Speak to
your Aderans stylist about how best to get the most out of your
item.
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MAINTENANCE ADVICE


